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NOTATION

Cr, Cable normal force coefficient based on frontal area

Cr Cable normal drag coefficient based on frontal area

Ctd Cable tangential drag coefficient based on frontal area

C s  Cable side force coefficient based on frontal area

d Cable diameter

F Cable hydrodynamic force per unit length normal to the cable axis

in the plane defined by the cable and the free-stream direction

Fs  Cable hydrodynamic side force per unit length at the orientation of

the cable that produces the maximum value

f Pode frictional parameter

fnftfS Normal, tangential, and side force loading functions

G Cable hydrodynamic force per unit length tangential to the cable axis

H Cable hydrodynamic force per unit length normal to the plane defined

by the cable and the free-stream direction

R Cable drag per unit length when the cable is normal to the free-

stream direction

Re Reynolds number based on cable diameter

s Cable length

T Cable tension

UNr Uncertainty of the variable r

V Free-stream velocity

W Cable weight per unit length in a fluid

X Axis of space-fixed coordinate system positive in the direction of

tow

Y Axis of space-fixed coordinate system positive to the right



NOTATION (Continued)

Z Axis of spaced-fixed coordinate system positive in the direction of

gravity

X1 , Y 2 , Z 3  Intermediate coordinate system defined by a rotation of angle P about

the X-axis

x,y,z Distances along the X, Y, and Z directions

Cable kite angle measured from the Z-axis to the tangent of the cable

axis projected onto the Y-Z plane

Eames friction ratio

P Fluid density

Cable angle measured from the free-stream direction to the tangent

of the cable axis

x



ABSTRACT

Two double-armored, bare cables were evaluated at sea

to determine the normal drag coefficient and normal loading
function. A special device was attached at various positions

along the cable to measure the in-plane cable inclination
angles. This data collection method allowed a direct
determination of the normal hydrodynamic loading using the
differential equation that relates the inclination angle to
the normal force. The resulting normal loading function
differs from the classical sine squared functional
relationship usually assumed for bare cables. A normal drag
coefficient C, of 1.70, independent of the Reynolds nurber,
was determined for the two cables.

ADMINISTRATIVE INIORMATION

The work described in this report was performed under Naval Coastal Systems

Center Work Orders N6133189WX90020 and N6133190WX00013, Program Element 0602315N, David

Taylor Research Center Work Unit 1541-309.

INTRODUCTION

Submerged cables are used in a large variety of marine systems. Applications

include acoustic arrays, mine countermeasures, submarine communications, and

environmental mapping. Water flow, induced either by ocean currents or by towing, has

a profound effect on the cable posture. Thus, detailed knowledge of the hydrodynamic

forces acting on the cable is required to accurately predict system performance. Some

systems incorporate streamlined fairing around the cable to reduce hydrodynamic drag,

but bare, un-faired cables remain the dominate type used in Navy systems today.

The differential equations that relate cable forces to the static cable

configuration are known, and several computer programs have been developed to

numerically determine cable configuration. The difficulty is the determination of the

cable forces. No satisfactory analytical methods are available to calculate drag;

therefore, empirical methods are required.
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Bare cables, exposed to water flow, create vortex shedding which induces cable

vibration. The vibration causes unteaay, fluctuating forces which increase the

average hydrodynamic force, especially in the direction normal to the cable axis.

Because long cables vibrate in a different manner than short ones, wind tunnels and

towing tanks have never been totally suitable for the determination of bare cable drag.

Thus, the usual practice is to perform evaluations at sea to determine hydrodynamic

loading.

Two type., of at-sea evaluations have been performed in the past. These include

body-dominated tows in which the forces produced by a body at the lower end of the

cable are substantially largei than the forces produced by the cable itsclf, and cable-

dom.nated tows, in which the cable forces predominate. An example of a body-dominated

tow is reported by Gibbons and Walton.1  The results of an extensive series of

experiments with cable-dominated tows are reported by Diggs. 2 Both types of tows have

advantages and disadvantages when attempting to define cable hydrodynamic forces. In

either case, the usual procedure is to measure tension and cable inclination angle at

the ship and depth at the bottom of the cable. Then a regression analysis is performed

using a numerical cable program. In this type of analysis, various force coefficients

are assumed until a reasonable match tetween predicted and measured performance is

obtained. One problem that occurs with this procedure is that the cable inclination

angles measured at the ship are usually quite small even for body-dominated tows and

short cable lengths. Although angles are frequently steep near the towed body, the

angles change rapidly along the cable and become shallow over short distances.

Therefore, a force/angle dependency is difficult to establish.

Since the cabic force/angle dependency cannot be dote. ed directly using the at-

sea evaluation procedures described above, an angle dependent function must be chosen

a priori, The usual practice is to assume that the component of force normal to the

2



cable varies as the sine squared of the inclination angle. This form of normal loading

is valid for circular, nonvibrating cylinders but has never been verified for long,

vibrating cables,

The net result is that the force relationships developed by the various experiments

seldom agree with one another. In particular, the results obtained with body-dominated

tows tend to overpredict both tension and depth obtained during cable-dominated,

critical angle tows. One attempt to minimize these discrepancies was reported by Folb

and Nelligan.3 They assumed that the normal drag coefficient determined by the body-

dominated tow performed by Gibbons and Walton i was correct. but that the

force/inclination-angle relationship needed to be adjusted at the shallower angles to

more closely agree with the results obtained during cable-dominated tows. Thus, they

developed a new normal-force/angle relationship that does not vary as sine squared.

Using this procedure, Folb and Nelligan were able to better predict static towing

performance over a wider range of conditions.

A more direct approach would be to measure the cable inclination over a large

range of angles. Then the normal-force loading could be obtained directly from the

differential equations that define the towing configuration. This method would allow

both the normal force coefficient and the normal-force/angle dependency to be

determined simultaneously without making any assumptions regarding the form of the

functions. This procedure was adopted for the at-sea evaluation and analysis described

in this report. To make the necessary measurements, a special device was developed

that could be attached at any desired position along the cable to measure inclination

angle in the plane of the cable at that position. Although side loading is known to

occur on stranded bare cables, no attempt was made to determine this effect.
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This report describes the bare cables that were evaluated; discusses the at-sea

evaluation including descriptions of the equipment, instrumentation, and procedures;

presents the results in tabular and graphical form; describes the method used to reduce

the data to hydrodynamic drag coefficients; and compares predicted performance to

measured performance using the newly developed coefficients. An error analysis also

is performed to establish experimental uncertainties.

EXPERIMENT CABLES

Two double-armored, electro-mechanical cables were provided for evaluation. One

cable, herein designated the small cable, has an average diameter of 0.376 in. (9.55

mm). The other cable, designated the large cable, has a diameter of 0.778 in. (19.76

mm). Both cables have geometrically similar exterior features. The small cable has

20 helically-wrapped exterior strands each of which is 0.047 in. (1.19 mm) in diameter;

the large cable has 24 exterior strands each of which is 0.085 in. (2.16 mm) in

diameter. Physical characteristics of the small and the large cables are listed in

Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

The diameters, air weights, and in-water weights of both cables were carefully

determined in the laboratory using 10.00-ft (3.05-m) long sections of each. Tile cable

lengths were measured to an estimated accuracy of ±0.05 in. (±1.3 mm). Diameters were

measured at various locations while the cables were under tension loads varying between

zero and 1200 lb (5.3 kN). The diameter measurements were made to an accuracy of

±0.001 in. (t0.03 mm). The diameters reported are the averages over a tension range

from 200 to 1200 lb (0.9 to 5.3 k), although the diameters of both cables varied no

more than 0.001 i,-. (0.03 mm). Chanre in length under tension also was determined.

Length change of the small cable was 0.5% at 1200 lb (5.3 kN); length change of the

large cable was 0.1% at 1200 lb (5.3 N). The length change is negligible.
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Table 1. Small cable physical characteristics.

0.035-INCH 0IA. 0.048-INCH DIA.
(20 PLACES) (20 PLACES)

Diameter, in. (mm) 0.376 (9.55)
Air weight per unit length, lb/ft (N/m) 0.234 (3.41)
Fresh-water wt per unit length, lb/ft (N/m) 0.192 (2.80)
Sea-water vt per unit length, lb/ft (N/m) 0.190 (2.77)

Construction Double Armor
Lay direction of exterior strands Left Hand
Lay angle of exterior strands, deg 20
Number of exterior strands 20
Diameter of exterior strands, in. (mm) 0.048 (1.21)
Number of interior strands 20
Diameter of interior strands, in. (mm) 0.035 (0.89)



Table 2. Large cable physical characteristics.

0.055-INCH DIA. 0.085-INCH DIA.
(24 PLACES) (24 PLACES)

Diameter, in. (mm) 0.778 (19.76)
Air weight per unit length, lb/ft (N/m) 0.920 (13.42)
Fresh-water wt per unit length, lb/ft (N/m) 0.731 (10.67)
Sea-water wt per unit length, lb/ft (N/m) 0.726 (10.59)

Construction Double Armor
Lay direction of exterior strands Left Hand
Lay angle of exterior strands, deg 20
Number of exterior strands 24
Diameter of exterior strands, in. (mm) 0.085 (2.15)
Number of interior strands 24
Diameter of interior strands, in. (mm) 0.065 (1.65)
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Air weights and fresh-water weights of the 10-ft (3.05-m) sections of cable were

determined to an accuracy of ±0.0004 lb/ft (±0.006 N/m). To determine fresh-water

weight, the cables were submerged for at least 60 hr prior to weighing to allow any

trapped air bubbles time to escape. Weight in standard sea water was calculated using

the air weight and fresh-water weight. With an assumed uncertainty in fresh-water

density of ±0.002 lb-s
2/ft' and an uncertainty in sea-water density of ±0.005 lb-s

2/ft4,

the accuracy of the sea-water weight determination is ±0.0005 lb/ft (±0.008 N/m).

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In addition to the at-sea evaluation, several experiments were conducted in the

towing basins to characterize and to calibrate various equipment. The results of the

calibration experiments are discussed in Appendixes A, B, and C.

The at-sea evaluation of the two bare cables was conducted in May 1989 aboard R/V

ATHENA II operating out of Andros Island in the Bahamas. The actual area of operati-n

is designated the Tongue of the Ocean (TOTO). This location was chosen because

underwater currents are known to be minimal in the area. An illustration of the

general towing configuration is shown in Fig. 1. A block diagram of the

instrumentation arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. Details of the support equipment,

instrumentation, and procedures used during the evaluation are described below.

EQUIPMENT

The at-sea evaluation of the cables required the following support equipment to

collect, store, and analyze data.

DTRC Research Depressor

The DTRC research depressor, shown in Fig. 3, was used during the evaluation to

provide a depression force at the lower end of the experiment cables.

7
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Fig. 3. DTRC research depressor.
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The depressor incorporates a wing to produce most of the depression force, a

cylindrical fuselage to hcuse control and sensor electronics, and aft lifting surfaces

to provide hydrodynamic stabilization. The wing and stabilizers are composite

construction with epoxy impregnated fiberglass skins and syntactic foam cores. The

fuselage nose is a fiberglass shell. The fuselage mid-body and tail section, which

form a pressure housing, are constructed of anodized 6061-T6 aluminum. Control flaps

located on the horizontal and vertical stabilizers provide depressor pitch and roll

contxol, The flaps are remotely adjusted through a control console on the ship and can

be operated either in a manual or an automatic mode. Physical characteristics of the

research depressor are listed in Table 3.

A vertical axis gyro provides measurement of depressor pitch and roll angles. A

pressure gage provides depressor depth. The towpoint of the depressor is attached to

the bottom of the cable through a strain-gaged clevis pin. The clevis pin is intended

to provide measurements of longitudinal and normal force produced by the depressor

relative to the fuselage longitudinal axis. These forces determine the cable tension

and cable angle at the depressor towstaff. However during calibration experiments

prior to the at-sea evaluation, the clevis pin force measurement system was determined

to be insufficiently accurate for purposes of the evaluation. Thus, the clevis pin was

not used to determine force. Instead, a basin experiment was performed to determine

the force characteristics of the depressor.

The results of the basin towing experiment are discussed in Appendix A. Since the

depressor trim conditions are not the same in fresh water and sea water, the forces

measured in the basin were not used directly. Rather, depressor forces in fresh water

were predicted using analytical techniques and validated with the basin data. The

predictions were then converted to standard sea conditions. The predicted depressor

forces were thus used to reduce the at-sea cable data.

11



Table 3. DTRC research depressor physical characteristics.

Complete Depressor
Length, in. (m) 86.98 (2.204)
Width, in. (m) 43.38 (1.102)
Height, in. (mm) 27.00 (685.8)
Towpoint Location (TP)

aft of nose, in. (mm) 8.75 (222.2)
above fuselage axis, in. (mm) 1.94 (49.3)

Displacement including entrained water
Fresh water, 1b (kN) 319.0 (1.419)
Standard sea water, lb (kN) 327.9 '1.458)

Weight including entrained water
Fresh water, lb (kN) 359.5 (1.599)
Sea water, lb (kN) 360.8 (1.605)

Center of Buoyancy (CB)
Distance Aft of towpoint, in. (mm) 30.05 (763.3)
Distance below towpoint, in. (mm) 2.38 (60.5)

Center of mass in fresh water (CG)
Distance Aft of towpoint, in. (mm) 27.43 (696.7)

Distance below towpoint, in. (mm) 3.22 (81.8)
Center of mass in sea water (CG)

Distance Aft of towpoint, in. (mm) 27.35 (694.7)
Distance below towpoint, in. (mm) 3.22 (81.8)

Length, in. (m) 86.78 (2.204)
Diameter, in. (mm) 11.00 (279.4)

Section shape NACA 6J3 -618
Span, in. (m) 43.38 (1.102)
Chord, in. (mm) 17.16 (435.9)
Incidence angle, deg (rad) -6.00 (-0.105)

Vertical Stabilizer
Section shape NACA 0021
Span, in. (mm) 27.00 (685.8)
Root chord, in. (mm) 9.13 (231.9)
Tip chord, in. (mm) 4.38 (111.3)

Horizontal S jjj
Section shape NACA 0021
Span, in. (mm) 27.00 (685.8)
Root chord, in. (mm) 9.13 (231.9)
Tip chord, in. ( n 4.36 (111.3)
incidence angle, deg (rad) -6.00 (-0.105)
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Cable Angle Measuring Device (CAMD)

The cable angle measuring device (CAMD), shown in Fig. 4, provided cable-angle

measurement in the plane of the cable at selected positions along the length of the

cable. The angle measuied by this device is the inclination angle relative to the

free-stream flow vector in the plane defined by the cable segment and the free-stream

flow. This angle is generally called cable angle *.

The CAMD consists of a rectangular main section with a circular nose and

triangular after body. The circular nose separates from the main section for the

purpose of attachment to the cable. The main section is a pressure housing that

contains a rotary potentiometer for measurement of cable inclination angle. The faired

after body is attached to the pressure housing to reduce flow interference and to

minimize drag. The potentiometer is actuated by a flat-plate, horizontal vane attached

to a shaft protruding from the pressure housing. The horizontal vane aligns with local

free-stream flow. The shaft turns a set of 4:1 reducing gears located inside the

pressure housing which rotates the shaft of the potentiometer. The gears provide a 4-

deg rotation of the potentiometer for every one-deg rotation of the shaft. The design

of the CAMD allows for a ± 30-deg rotation of the vane. For shallower cable angles,

precision machined wedges are inserted between the main body and the nose section of

the device. The wedges provided have 30- and 55-deg included angles. The wedge angles

are machined to an accuracy of ±0.01 deg.

The nose section, the pressure housing, and the vane support arms are constructed

of anodized 6061-T6 aluminum. The faired after body is made of syntactic foam. The

vane is made of expanded polyvinyl chloride sheet. The vane assembly, composed of the

support arms and vane, is near neutrally buoyant in sea-water.
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Fig. 4. Cable angle measuring device.

The CAMD attaches to the cable in a manner that allows it to freely rotate to

align with the flow. This is accomplished by bushings that are secured to the cable.

The bushings restrain longitudinal movement but not rotation.

Experiments -ere conducted in the towing basin to calibrate the CAMD and to

determine the influence of the experiment cables on measured inclination angle. During

these experiments, the CAMD was attached to actual samples of both the small and the

large cables. Inclination angles were measured with the CAMD and compared to angles
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measured with a pendulum potentiometer over the speed and the angle ranges measured at

sea. The results of the basin calibration experiment are presented in Appendix B. An

estimate of the effect of CAMD drag on cable inclination angle also is included in

Appendix B.

Cable Angle Recorder (CAR)

The cable angle recorder (CAR) recorded and stored the angle information measured

by the CAMD.

CAR is an electronically instrumented, torpedo shaped, low drag, nose-towed body

as shown in Fig. 5. Six 500-mahoui AA NICAD batteries provide the main power source;

an 850-mahour 1/2 AA lithium battery provides memory and clock backup,

CAR was initially developed as a speed/depth recorder4 designed to measure nd

record depth, speed, and time of day. The data are stored on a RAM chip and downloaded

upon retrieval. The depth/speed recorder had previously been evaluated in the DTRC

model basin for accuracy and hydrodynamic performance. 5 For purposes of the present

evaluation, the recorder was modified to receive and store the electronic signal from

the CAND through an electrical cable connection. To accomplish the modification, the

depth measurement function was disabled.

L 28.50--
(723.9)

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (mm)

Fig. 5. Cable angle recorder.
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Gimbal Towpoint

The gimbal towpoint provided the cable attachment point at the ship. The gimbal

allows omnidirectional motion of the tow cable while providing measurements of the

cable angles in the horizontal and vertical planes. A VRN 7501 series potentiometer

provides measurement of horizontal angle; a Humphries CP17 series pendulum

potentiometer provides measurement of vertical angle. During the evaluation, the cable

vas attached to the towpoint through a lod cell that was used to measure cable tension

at the ship.

The horizontal cable angle measurement potentiometer did not function properly

during the at-sea evaluation. However, since no attempt was made to determine cable

side loading, this angle was not deemed important.

DTMB Mark 2 Knotmeter

The DTMB Mark 2 knotmeter provided measurement of tow speed. The knotmeter is

a cable-towed body with associated cable and processing instrumentation. The knotmeter

is constructed of fiberglass reinforced epoxy and weighs approximately 10 lb (44 N) in

seawater. The knotmeter incorporates a wing to provide downforce.

A magnetic pickup located in the fuselage senses the rotation of an impeller

located at the aft end of the fuselage and sends a signal up the towcable for display

on a digital indicatoi. The Mark 2 knotmeter is designed to operate in a speed range

from 3 to 15 knots. Under steady towing conditions, the knotmeter is capable of a

speed accuracy of *0.01 knot. However in a seaway with ship motions, the accuracy is

degraded somewhat. For example, a peak-to-peak motion of 3 ft (0.9 m) at a irequency

of 0.2 Hz introduces an additional speed error of 0.02 knot at 4 knots decreasing to

nearly zero at 6 knots. More information or. the knotmeter is presented by Springston.
6
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The knotmeter towcable provided for the evaluation measures 0.31 in. (8 mm) in

diameter. The lower 50 ft (15 m) of length is faired with a trailing type fairing to

minimize drag and to maximize towing depth.

The knotmeter was calibrated in the towing basin prior to the at-sea evaluation.

The calibration results are presented in Appendix C.

Data Collection Equipnt.

Various computers and strip-chart recorders were provided for collection and

processing of the measurements made by the support equipment described above. Data

collection and processing included the following devices:

1. PDP 1173 - This is the main computer used for data collection and analysis and

is compatible with the DTRC depressor. The PDP 1173 is a minicomputer with a 30-

megabyte hard disc, a 10-megabyte removable cartridge, and an 8-in. floppy disc drive.

It also uses a 16-byte high speed A/D converter and an RT 11 operating system. The

computer and operating system are manufactured by Digital Equipment Corporation.

2. COMPAC 286 - The COMPAC 286 is a portable computer with a 20-megabyte hard

disc and 1.2-megabyte floppy disc. The primary function of the COMPAC was to receive

data from CAR and analyze the results. This computer also is compatible with the PDP

1173 and can be used as a back-up terminal.

3. GOULD STRIP CHART RECORDER - The Brush 481 recorder, manufactured by Gould,

is a general purpose analog recorder featuring eight 40-mm analog channels, two event

maikers, twelve pushbutton-controlled chart speeds, and eight isolated preamplifiers.

Frequency response is flat from d-c to 40 Hz full scale. Analog data from the

depressor and gimbal towpoint were recorded on the strip charts as backup to the PDP

1173.
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INSTRUMENTATION

Instrunentation located at the depressor consisted of transducers to measure

depth, roll angle, pitch angle, and control-flap deflection angles. Instrumentation

located at the ship consisted of a load cell to measure cable tension and a gimbaled

towpoint to measure cable angle. Instrumentation located on the towcable consisted of

the cable angle measuring device (CAMD) and the cable angle recorder (CAR). Other

instriunentation included the DTMB Mark 2 knotmeter.

The types, ranges, and accuracies of the various sensors used during the

evaluation are listed in Table 4. The table reflects specifications provided by the

manufacturer as well as calibrations that were performed in the laboratory and in the

towing basins. All measurement transducers were calibrated prior to the at-sea

evaluation.

Table 4. Measurement transducer characteristics.

Measurement Instrument Range Accuracy

Depressor Pressure 675 ft 12.1 ft
Depth Transducer (206 m) (±0.64 m)

Depressor Vertical t90 deg ±i.0 deg
Roll Angle Axis Gyro

Depressor Vertical 160 deg *1.0 deg
Pitch Angle Axis Gyro

Depressor Rotary t170 deg ±0.2 deg
Flap Angles Potentioihter

Tension Tension 2000 lb ±i10.0 lb

at Ship Load Cell 8.90 klN ±44.5 N

Cable angle Pendulous ±45 deg ±1.0 deg
at Ship Potentiometer

CAMD Rotary ±45 deg 0.5 deg
Cable Angle Potentiometer with gears

Tow Speed Knotmeter 15 kn ±0.02 kn
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The CAMD accuracy value listed in Table 4 is the measurement accuracy provided by

the vane potentiomzter. The potentiometer with the reduction gears has an accuracy of

±0.5 deg. However, the basin experiment discussed in Appendix B indicates a reduced

accuracy, probably due to the influence of the cables on the local flow angle. The

results from the basin experiment indicate measurement accuracies of ±1.5 deg for the

small cable and ±1.7 deg for the large cable. Also, as discussed in Appendix B, the

CAMD drag itself introduces a small bias error in the measurement of cable angle. The

bias error produced by CAMD drag is estimated to be -0.4 deg near the depressor

decreasing to about -0.1 deg at a cable length 300 ft (90 m) from the depressor.

The stated knotmeter accuracy of ±0.02 knot reflects the basin calibration

experiment discussed in Appendix C. The accuracy does not reflect the uncertainties

induced by ship motion at sea. Environmental effects or measured speed uncertainty are

discussed in a later section of this report.

PROCEDURES

The initial evaluation plan indi,:ated towing speeds up to at least 13 knots which

is approximately the maximum ship speed under diesel power. However, early data runs

demonstrated that the CAMD electrical cabling would not survive the higher speeds due

to severe vibrations. Therefore, maximum speed was reduced. During the remainder of

the evaluation, data runs were made at nominal speeds of 3, 6, and 8 knots.

To minimize the effect of ocean current gradients, data were collected on

reciprocal headings at all towing speeds. Data runs were made on north and south

headings. Typically, measurements were made at increasing speed increments in one

direction, and then after making a turn, measurements were made at decreasing speed
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increments in the opposite direction. During runs, data were collected for 5-min

intervals before changing speed for the next run. Data collection was initiated after

reaching steady-state conditions as indicated by knotmeter readings and depressor

behavior.

Various towcable lengths were evaluated. With the small size cable, the towcable

lengths, measured from the depressor to the ship, were 200, 400, 600. and 800 ft (61.0,

121.9, 182.9, and 243.8 m). With the large cable, towcable lengths of 300, 500. and

700 ft (91.4, 152.4, and 213.4 m) were used. The cable lengths are estimated to be

accurate to within ,I.0 ft (±0.3 m). The lengths were predetermined and carefully

measured in the laboratory prior to the evaluation. The specified cable lengths were

chosen

1. to assure that the CAMD was always below the wake of the ship,

2. to provide various lengths necessary for determination of tangential

hydrodynamic loading, and

3. to provide a cable inclination range from near vertical at the depressor to

near critical angle at the ship.

To minimize the effect of CAMD drag on measured cable angle, a single CAMD was

attached to the cable during a data run. Also, the CAR (angle recorder) was attached

to the cable above the CAMD so that its drag would not affect the angle being measured.

The method of attachment of the CAMD and CAR to the towcable is illustrated in Fig. 6.

The CAMD was attached to the towcable 3t predetermined locations starting at 3 ft from

the depressor and progressing up the cable at increments estimated to correspond to 5-

deg cable angle changes. The placement accuracy of the CAMD relative to the depressor

is estimated to be l.0 in. (25 mm). After each set of data runs, the CAND was

recnvered, and the data were downloaded to a disk and checked. The CAND was then

placed at a new position on the cable.
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Some CAMD placement locations were repeated at different cable lengths. This was

done to examine the effect of cable length on cable hydrodynamic drag.

The knotmeter was towed from a boom that extended approximately 10 ft (3 m) off

the starboard side of the ship. Sufficient knotmeter cable was deployed to provide an

estimated depth between 75 ft (23 m) and 60 ft (18 m) through the speed range. The

knotmeter was deployed during all data collection runs.

The depressor pitch flaps were maintained at the maximum deflection angle of 19.9

deg while in the manual pitch mode to provide maximum depressor downforce. This

configuration produced a moderate loading on the small cable relative to cable diameter

and a fairly light loading on the large cable. Near zero depressor roll angle was

maintained throughout the evaluation using the automatic mode of roll control. The

depressor was adjusted to 0.0±1.0 deg roll prior to each run. This adjustment was

accomplished using the rcll-flap trim offset control.

DATA

The towing configurations that were evaluated are listed in Table 5. Corrected

data collected during all valid data runs are listed in Appendix D. The data are

arranged by cable size and include CAND position relative to the depressor, cable

length, knotmeter speed, ship heading, depressor depth, and cable tension and angle

measured at the ship.

The sea conditions were estimated to vary between state I and state 2 throughout

the evaluation. Ship motions had minimal effect on data accuracy. For example, even

under the worst conditions, standard deviation of knotmeter speed was typically no

greater than 10%, standard deviation of depressor depth was less than 1%, and standard

deviation of ship tension was less than 15% of the measured mean values. Standard

deviation of CAND measurements was typically less than 0.3 deg but always remained
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within 1.0 deg. Also depressor motions were minimal. Standard deviations of both

pitch and roll were less than 1.0 deg during runs, and the depressor maintained zero

average roll to within ±1.0 deg.

Tible 5. Towing configurations.

Small Cable (0.376-in. dia) Large Cable (0.778-in. dia)

CAMD Position Total Cable CAMD Position Total Cable
from Depressor, Length, from Depressor, Length,

ft (m) ft (m) ft (m) ft (m)

3.00 (0.91) 200 (61.0) 3.00 (0.91) 300 (91.4)
3.00 (0.91) 800 (243.8) 3.00 (0.91) 300 (91.4)
8.00 (2.43) 200 (61.0) 6.00 (1.83) 500 (152.4)
15.00 (4.57) 200 (61.0) 9.00 (2.74) 500 (152.4)
22.00 (6.71) 200 (61.0) 18,00 (5.49) 700 (213.4)
22.00 (6.71) 400 (121.9) 30.00 (9.14) 700 (213.4)
30.00 (9.14) 400 (121.9) 46.00 (14.02) 700 (213.4)
48.00 (14.63) 400 (121.9) 60.00 (18.29) 700 (213.4)
75.00 (22.86) 400 (121.9) 80.00 (24.38) 700 (213.4)
75.00 (22.86) 600 (182.9) 110.00 (33.53) 700 (213.4)
115.00 (35.05) 600 (182.9) 180.00 (54.86) 700 (213.4)
145.00 (35.05) 600 (182.9) 400.00 (121.92) 700 (213.4)
195.00 (59.44) 800 (243.8)
300.00 (91.44) 800 (243.8)

To obtain the cable hydrodynamic drag loading from the data, tension at the

depressor, tension at the ship, cable angle along the cable measured by the CAMD, and

depth at the bottom of the cable must all be referenced to common speeds. This can be

accomplished by curve fitting the.e data as functions of tow speed. The values desired

are the fitted values at the chosen reference speeds. For the purposes of this

analysis, speeds of 4, 6, and 8 knots were chosen as the reference speeds for both

experiment cables. These speeds are within the range of the data at all the

configurations evaluated, and therefore, no extrapolation outside the measured range

is required.
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Measured depressor pitch angle for several of the runs with both sizes of

experiment cables is compared to predicted pitch angle (see Appendix A) in Fig. 7 to

assure accurate prediction of depressor performanze. Predicted pitch angle is within

the accuracy and scatter of the measurements throughout the experiment speed range.

Cable tension and angle at the depressor predicted from the analysis of Appendix

A are listed in Table 6 for the reference speeds of 4, 6, and 8 knots. The tension

predictions are estimated to be accurate to within ±I0 lb (±44 N). The angle

predictions are estimated to be accurate to within ±1.0 deg. These accuracies are

based on the basin experiment only. The uncertainties induced by environmental effects

and measured speed error are included in the error analysis discussed later in this

report.

Table 6. Predicted at-sea tension and
cable angle at the depressor
at 4, 6, and 8 knots.

Speed, Tension, Cable Angle
kn lb (kN) , deg

4.00 185 (0.823) 82.6
6.00 363 (1.614) 81.8
8.00 612 (2.722) 81.4

Towcable ten3ion measured zt the ship as a function of speed for the various

lengths of the small and the large cables is shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. A

second order polynomial equation was used to fit each set of data. This form of

equation was chosen as the most physically suitable. The coefficients of the fitted

equations are listed in the figures. The curve-fit equations are used to determine the

tensions at the reference speeds of 4, 6, and 8 knots for the various cable lengths.
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Measured depressor depths as a function of speed for the various lengths of the

small and the large cables are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. The form of the

equation used to fit the data is

Y = A + B/X

where Y represents depth, X represents speed, and A and B are the equation constants.

This form of equation was chosen as the best overall fit of available curve fitting

equations. The coefficients of the equations are listed in the figures.

Cable angle as a function of speed measured at various positions along the small

and the large cables are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. The form of equation

used to fit the angle data is the same as that used to fit depressor depth. The

coefficients of the equations are listed in Table 7.

CABLE HYDRODYNAMIC DRAG

The cable tension, angle, and depth values determined at the reference speeds are

used to calculate cable hydrodynamic drag loading coefficients from the differential

equations that relate cable forces to cable configuration, The cable coordinate and

force system utilized for the present analysis is based on Knutson.7  This

representation is reviewed in the next subsection. Reduction of the data to tangential

and normal drag coefficients is presented in the subsections that follow. Cable

hydrodynamic side loading, although present on bare stranded cables, was not

determined.

CABLE COORDINATE AND FORCE SYSTEM

The differential equations that describe the three-dimensional static

configuration of a cable in a uniform stream are derived from the equilibrium of

external forces acting on an element of the cable. A free-body diagram showing a
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Table 7. Coefficients of curve-fit equations used to
determine cable angle at various positions
along the cable as a function of speed.

Equation: Y = A + B/X*

Small Cable (0.376-in dia)

Data CAMD position

point from Depressor, A B
ft (m)

1 3.00 (0.91) 76.22 15.17
2 8.00 (2.43) 71.48 20.10
3 15.00 (4.57) 64.63 33.32
4 22.00 (6.71) 59.84 35.09

5 30.00 (9.14) 54.26 32.74
6 48.00 (14.63) 42.35 50.63
7 75.00 (22.86) 32.58 53.26
8 115.00 (35.05) 25.61 49.96
9 145.00 (44.20) 21.79 52.09
10 195.00 (59.44) 18.63 43.56
11 300.00 (91.44) 10.60 49.12

Large Cable (0.778-in dia)

Data CAMD Position
point from Depressor, A B

ft (m)

1 3.00 (0.91) 73.79 15.54

2 6.00 (1.83) 70.58 11.75
3 9.00 (2.74) 65.93 22.85
4 18.00 (5.49) 50.05 32.71

5 30.00 (9.14) 38.09 57.34
6 46.00 (14.02) 25..'3 70.92

7 60.00 (18.29) 22.27 63.37
8 80.00 (24.38) 15.54 73.53

9 110.00 (33.53) 10.25 79.43

10 180.00 (54.86) 2.63 83.21

11 400.00 (121.92) -4.86 78.15

* Y = Cable angle in deg; X = Speed in knots
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segment of cable of elemental length ds acted upon by hydrodynamic, hydrostatic,

gravitational, and tension forces is illustrated in Fig. 14. The coordinate system

(X,Y,Z) shown is a right-hand, orthogonal system fixed in space with the X-axis

positive in the direction of tow (or negative in the free-stream direction) and the Z-

axis positive in the direction of gravity. The equations are conveniently derived for

an orthogonal coordinate system fixed to the cable. The hydrodynamic force is resolved

into components Fds, Gds, and Hds where

F is the force component per unit length normal to the cable in the plane

defined by the cable element and the free-stream direction,

G is the forc. component per unit length tangential to the cable, and

H is the (side) force component per unit length normal to the plane defined

by the cable element and the free-stream direction.

The cable fixed coordinate system defined by the directions of F, G, and H may be

obtained by first rotating the spatial system through an angle 0 about the X-axis and

then rotating the resulting intermediate (X' ,Y' ,Z') coordinate system through an angle

4 about the Y'-axis. In towed systems nomenclature, the angles 0 and 4 are referred

to as the kite angle and the cable (or towline) angle, respectively. Since the

orientation of the cable changes in space, the angles P and are functions of cable

scope. The forces per unit length in the normal, tangential, and lateral (side)

directions are, respectively,

-T(do/ds) + F + W cosp cos4 = 0 (1)

(dT/ds) + G - W cosP sin, = 0 (2)

-T sin*(df/ds) + H - W sino = 0 (3)

where

T is cable tension,

s is cable length, and
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W is cable weight per unit length in the fluid.

The equations that relate cable displacement to cable length are

dx = ds cosO (4)

dy = -ds sine sinp (5)

dz = -ds sine cosP (7)

where x, y, and z are displacements along the X, Y, and Z directions, respectively.

The hydrodynamic force components F and G result from fluid drag forces; the

hydrodynamic force component H is the result of fluid side or lift forces. The drag

force components F and G lie in the plane defined by a cable element and the free-

stream flow direction. The side force component H has a direction nozmal to the cable

plane. Generally. the drag components are assumed to be a product of a drag per unit

length that is a function only of Reynolds number and a loading function that is a

function only of cable angle *. Similarly, the lift component is expressed

conveniently as the product of a side force per unit length that is a function only of

Reynolds number and a loading function that is a function only of cable angle *. Under

this convention, the hydrodynamic force components per unit length have the following

fori:

F(Re,4) z -R(Re) * fn(4) (8)

G(Re,O) = -R(Re) * ft(O) (9)

H(Re,*) = Fs(Re) * fs(*) (10)

where

R is cable drag per unit length when the cable is normal to the free-stream

direction (R = PCrV 2d),

F, is cable hydrodynamic side force per unit length at the orientation of the

cable that produces the largest value (F. = %pCsV 2d),

Re is Reynolds number usually based on cable diameter,
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p is fluid density,

Cr is cable normal drag coefficient based on frontal area,

Cs is cable side force coefficient based on frontal area,

d is cable diameter or thickness,

V is free-stream velocity,

fn is cable normal hydrodynamic loading function,

f t is cable tangential hydrodynamic loading function, and

f, is cable hydrodynamic side force loading function.

The hydrodynamic loading functions fn,t,, are commonly expressed using the first

five terms of a trigonometric series as follows:

fn,t~s = AO , A, coso + B i sin4

+ A 2 cos(2) + B2 sin(2@). (11)

Bare electro-mechanical cables and wire ropes with helically wrapped outer strands

have lateral shape asymmetries which can induce a significant hydrodynamic side (lift)

force. The side force will, in turn, produce cable kiting. Although kiting was

certainly produced on the experiment cables during the at-sea evaluation, a

sensitivity analysis performed prior to the evaluation indicated that the expected kite

angles would have negligible effect on the determination of the hydrodynamic drag force

components. Therefore, kite angle 0 was not measured during the evaluation and is

neglected in the analysis. The kiting may, however, have a measurable effect on towing

depth especially for longer towline lengths. This effect is discussed further in the

section of this report that compares predicted depth to measured depth.

TANGENTIAL HYDRODYNAMIC FORCE

The tangential hydrodynamic force is determined by rearrangement of Eq. 2 and

substitution of Eq. 7. The result is
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G -(dT/ds) - W(dz/ds) (12a)

or, in finite difference form, Eq. 12a becomes,

G = -(Al/As) - W(Az/As). (12b)

The rate of change of tension T with respect to cable length s at the reference

speeds of 4, 6, and 8 knots can be determined from the curve-fit equations of tension

as a function of speed shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The tension values thus determined at

the reference speeds are fitted as functions of cable length with curve-fit equations

as shown in Figs. 15 and 16 for the small and the large cables, respectively. The

linear equations shown in the figures provide satisfactory fits. The desired AT/As

relationships are the values of the slopes of the various er!uations. The slope is the

coefficient B indicated in the figures.

The rate of change of depth with respect to cable length Az/As at the reference

speeds, also required to solve Eq. 12b, can be obtained from the curve-fit equations

of depressor depth as a function of speed shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Since the

functional relationships of depth variation with respect to cable length are not

linear, no attempt was made to fit these data with curve-fit equations. Rather, the

change in depth between successive cable lengths is used directly, which produces Az/As

values related to an average cable length. Also an average cable angle at the ship

corresponding to the average cable length is determined from the values of Az/As using

Eq. 7.

With the required values of AT/As and Az/As thuE determined and with the known in-

water weight, Eq. 12b is solved for the tangential hydrodynamic force per unit length

G. This force is assumed to be a function of angle as well as Reynolds number as

indicated by Eq. 9. However, in all cases the average cable angles for which tension

data are available are relatively shallow. These angles vary between 22 and 7 deg.

Therefore, no angle dependency can be determined, and the values for various angles at
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a given speed are averaged to form a single value. The tangential drag coefficient Ctd

based on frontal area, determined by nondimensionalizing G, is plotted as a function

of Reynolds number (based on cable diameter) for both the small and the large cables

in Fig. 17. Although drag coefficient variations are apparent in the figure, these

probably are due more to data scatter then to a Reynolds number dependency. The values

appear to be similar for the two cables, and therefore an average tangential drag

coefficient Ctd = 0.0249 also is shown in Fig. 17 for comparison. The tangential drag

coefficient Ctd as used in this analysis is determined by the following relationship:

Ctd = -G/(,ApV 2d) (13)

where V is free-stream velocity and d is cable diameter.

This form of the tangential drag coefficient can be related to the Pode8 friction

factor f by dividing by the normal drag coefficient Cr defined previously. Ctd can also

be related to the Eames9 friction ratio 4 by dividing by Cr if it is tacitly assumed

that the present values detcrmined for the tangential hydrodynamic force are

sufficiently close to zero cable angle. The relationships between Pode and Eames

friction factors and the tangential loading function are, according to Pode,
8

ft = f (14)

and according to Eames, 9

ft =  cos. (15)

Eames assumes a tangential loading function that varies as a function of cable

angle *. Pode assumes that the angle dependency is negligible. In practice, the two

forms of loading usually provide similar results since the tangential hydrodynamic

loading is relatively small for bare cables.
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NORMAL HYDRODYNAMIC FORCE

The hydrodynamic drag force component normal to the cable axis is determined from

the evaluation data by rearrangemeit of Eq. 1. The result, neglecting kite angle 8,

is

F = T(Jo/ds) - W cos4. (16)

The angles required to determine the rate of change of cable angle * with respect

to cable length s at the reference speeds of 4, 6, and 8 knots car be obtained from the

curve-fit equations of angle as a function of speed listed in Table 7. Data scatter

is such that suitable slopes of angle 1 with respect to length s cannot be dztermined

by taking the differences between successive data points. Rathev', the data are fitted

with equations to obtain the slopes. Two equation forms are necessary to

satisfactorily fit the full range of angles as a function of cable length. Thus in all

cases, a third-order polynomial is used to fit data points 1 through 8 (defined in

Table 7) and an exponential form is used to fit data points 6 through 11. The

following form of equation provided the best overall fit of points 6 through 11:

Y = Ae(ln X -B)2 /C

where Y represents cable angle € and X represents the distance along the cable from the

depressor.

The fitted equations are compared to the data at the three reference speeds for

the small and the large cables in Figs. 18 and 19, respectively. The coefficients of

the curve-fit equations that relate cable angle to cable position are listed in Table

8. Of interest are the cable angle values predicted at zero cable length (which

corresponds to the cable angle at the depressor). These predicted values are compared

to the values determined for the depressor (see Appendix A) in Fig. 20. Excellent

agr'.ement is obtained.
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Table 8. Coefficients of curve-fit equations used to determine
cable angle as a function of cable length from the
depressor at 4, 6, and 8 knots.

Small Cable (0.376-in dia)

Y = A+BX+CX2+DX3  Y = Ae(I-B)2,'C

Data points 1-8 Data points 6-11

Speed,
kn A B C D A B C

4.0 82.45 -0.7408 3.835E-3 -6.469E-6 82.26 1.488 -13.94
6.0 81.39 -0.8375 4.670E-3 -8.458E-6 69.33 2.052 -10.31
8.0 80.85 -0.8857 5.083E-3 -9.417E-6 63.28 2.323 - 8.70

Large Cable (0.778-in. dia)

Y = A+BX+CX'+DX 3  Y = Ae(IL-B)2/C

Data points 1-8 Data points 6-11

Speed,
kn A B C D A B C

4.0 82.19 -1.5020 1.807E-2 -8.568E-5 71.04 0.;69 .i6.02
6.0 81.96 -1.7100 2.061E-2 -9.635E-5 52.25 2.194 - .77
8.0 81.85 -1.8130 2.188E-2 -1.016E-4 41.00 2.919 446

Y = Cable angle in deg; X = Cable length from depressor in ft
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The rate of change of cable angle with respect to cable length d*/ds is determined

by differentiating the curve-fit equations discussed above. For this analysis, the

polynomial fit is used for points 1 through 6 and the exponential fit is used for

points 8 through 11. The value for point 7 is obtained by averaging the values for the

two fits. The d*/ds values plotted as functions of cable length for the small and

large cables are shown in Figs. 21 and 22, respectively.

To solve Eq. 16, tension must also be known at points along the cable. Since

tension was not measured at the cable length positions of interest, tension values must

be calculated. This calculation is done by numerically integrating Eq. 2 and solving

for tension T. The result in finite difference form is

T = To + E (-G i + W sin 0i)Asi (17)

where

To is cable tension at the depressor,

Gi  is cable tangential loading of the i.h cable segment,

W is in-water cable weight per unit length,

Ci is average cable angle of the ith cable segment, and

si  is length of the ith cable segment.

For calculation of tension, the Eames 9 form of tangcntial luading as indicated by

Eq. 15 was assumed.

The normal hydrodynamic force per unit length F calcuJaced from Eq. 16 is plotted

in coefficient form for each cable angle and reference speed for both cables in Fig.

23 as a function of cable angle *. The relationship between normal force per unit

length F and the normal force coefiiciernt Cn based on frontal area is

C, = -F/(WpV 2d) (18)

where V is free-stream velocity and d is cable diameter. In Fig. 23, the data points

represent the values calculated from Eqs. 16 and 18. The curve in the figure is a
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fitted function using the first five terms of the trigonometric series given by Eq. 11.

The value of the curve at it = 90 deg is the average value of the normal drag

coefficient C,. End conditions were specified on the curve fit of C, as follows:

Cn(0-0) Z 0

Cn'(0=90) = 0

where Cn(0=0) is the value of the curve at zero angle and C,'(0= 90) is the slope of Cn

at 90 deg.

A value of Cr is determined for each set of data by multiplying the fitted curve

of Cn by a factor which provides the best overall fit for that set of data. The

resulting C, values for each set of data for both cables are plotted as a function of

Reynolds number (based on cable diameter) in Fig. 24. The average value of C, = 1.70

is also plotted in this figure for comparison. No Reynolds number dependency is

apparent. Also, the C, values for both cables are identical to within the scatter of

the data.

The normal loading function f, is determined by dividing the normal force

coefficient Cn by the normal drag coefficient Cr. The normal loading function ib shown

in Fig. 25 as a function of cable angle 0. In this figure, the data points represent

values calculated at each cable angle for which the angle was measured. The value

plotted is the tdta value of Cn di,.ideu by .hr valuc of L. iPtermined for that set of

data. The fn curve plotted in Fig. 25 is the fitted Cn equation divided by the average

C, value. The resulting equation for the normal loading function f. is

f n  0.424 + 0.869 cosO + 0.979 sin4o

0.445 cos(240) - 0.434 sin(24). (19)

Normal loading function values calculated with Eq. 19 are compared to a sine

squared normal loading function in Fig 2b. The values from Eq. 19 ' somewhat lower

than sine squared at intermediate cable angles but are greater than sine squared at
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cable angles below 15 deg. Also of interest is a comparison of the normal force

coefficient C, determined by the present analysis to the normal force coefficient

determined by Folb and Nelligan.3  This comparison is shown in Fig 27. The two

functions are nearly identical up to a cable angle of approximately 50 deg. Above 50

deg, the Cn values determined by the present analysis are considerably higher. This

result may reflect the fact that cable angles near the depressor, where the angles are

steep, have never been measured at sea prior to the evaluation reported here.

DRAG UNCERTAINTY

The measurement accuracies of the various sensors used during the at-sea

evaluation are known both from manufacturer specifications and from laboratory

calibrations that were performed prior to and after the evaluation. The major

uncertainties result from environmental factors, the largest being ship motion and

ocean currents.

Seas were relatively calm during the evaluation, never exceeding an estimated

state 2, and ship motions were small. As discussed in the data results section of this

report, ship motion had negligible effect or. depressor motion and measurements of cable

angle. Ship motion primarily affected speed and tension measurements as judged by

standard deviations of the measurements during data runs. Springston6 provides data

related to the effect of heaving motion on knotmeter speed error. Heaving motions

introduce a bias that increases indicated speed. For this at-sea evaluation, the speed

error induced by ship motion is estimated to be no gieater than 0.02 knot for the worst

sea conditions encountered. This error magnitude corresponds to a knotmeter peak-to-

peak heaving motion of 3 ft (0.9 m) at a towing speed of 4 knots and a frequency oi 0.2

Hz. As speed increases, motion error is attenuated.
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The effect of ship motion on tension measurement is less certain. If the motion

is primarily heave and if tension varies linearly with heave, then over time, tension

will average out to the correct value. Since ship motions were small during the

evaluation and the cable catenaries were shallow as judged by the angles measured at

the ship, the effect of ship motion on average tension is assumed to be negligible.

The other major environmental factor is ocean currents. If through-the-water

speed is measured, as with a knotmeter, then constant currents that do not vary with

depth will have no effect. Current depth gradients do affect speed measurement

accuracy, however. Measurements made on reciprocal ship headings tend to negate speed

errors induced by current gradients if the ship track is parallel to the ocean current

direction (although this will increase apparent data scatter). If the ship track is

not parallel to the current, however, the effect of current gradient is additive (or

subtractive) by the vector sum of towing speed and current gradient in both towing

directions. That is, the indicated through-the-water speed (as measured by the

knotmeter) is less or greater than the true speed at depth in both tow directions in

a cross-current gradient.

Current gradients also affect the measurement accuracies of all quantities that

depend on speed. If the quantity varies linearly with speed, then the effect is

negated with reciprocal tracks parallel to the current. However, if the quantity

varies non-linearly with speed, the measurement error is not negated. Instead a bias

error will be introduced. Bias errors induced by this effect cannot be accounted for

without knowing the magnitude of the gradient, and therefore measurements on reciprocal

headings are simply averaged together to minimize error.

The Tongue of the Ocean chosen to perform the evaluation is relatively free of

ocean current gradients except near the surface where gradients are sometimes large.

The data scatter indicated in the figures of this report that show various quantities
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plotted as functions of speed is typically greater than the precision errors of the

measurements, which suggest that current gradients were present and that the

measurements were affected. Unfortunately, this effect is difficult to quantify

without direct knowledge of actual gradients and directions.

Environmental data provided by the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office10 indicate mean

current gradients between the estimated depth of the knotmeter and the depth of the

depressor of up to 0.1 knot for the month of March and up to 0.2 knot for the month of

August in the area of operation. Between the depth of the depressor and the surface,

a mean gradient of up to 0.45 knot was observed during these two months. In all cases,

the currents observed at the surface were greater than the currents at depth. Four

sets of data are provided for March and August; no data are provided for May or June.

However, on the bases of the four sets of data, the current gradient between the sea

surface and the depressor can be expected to be no greater than 0.5 knot with a 95%

confidence level.11 If a 0.5-knot cross-current gradient at a towing speed of 4 knots

is assumed, an additional 0.03 knot uncertainty is introduced into the speed

measurement. If the speed errors due to knotmeter calibration, knotmeter motion, and

ocean cross-current gradients are combined by the method of the root-sum-square

uncertainty,11 the total speed measurement uncertainty is 0.04 knot. This value is

assumed in the uncertainty analysis.

The U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office data10 also indicate that water salinity is

greater than standard sea water and that water temperature is warmer than standard in

the Tongue of the Ocean. Data for the months of May and June indicate temperatures as

high as 750 F at towing depth. Therefore a water density uncertainty of 0.005 lb-s
2/ft4

is applied to the uncertainty analysis to account for salinity and temperature effects.
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The tension data at the ship, the angle data measured by the CAMD, and the depth

data as functions of speed were all fitted with leas, squares equations to obtain

values at ccmmon reference speeds that could be utilize reduce the results to cable

drag loading. Or-inarily, the data scatter about such curves is used to establish a

confidence level in the data fit. However, towing on reciprocal headings with and

against an ocean current gradient will, in itself, produce large scatter if significant

gradients are present even though the average may still be correct. This type of

scatter probably can be reduced if the complementary data on the two headings are

averaged before the data is plotted. In practice, this kind of averaging procedure is

not very practical since repeat conditions on opposite headings are rarely truly the

same. Therefcre for this analysis, the data on opposite headings are not averaged in

the figures, and the scatter is not indicative of the confidence level of the fitted

curve. Rather, the assumption is made that the value determined by the d3ta fit has

the same accuracy as the data.

The uncertainty analysis which follows is based on Coleman and Steel." The

uncertainty mf : quantity t) ' depends on a data reduction equation is approximated by

a linear Taylor series expansion of the quantity about the uncertainty value. Assume

an cquation

r=r(x,,x2 ....xj) (20)

where r is the quantity and x, through xj are the functional variables. The

uncertainty UNr in the quantity r is

UNr  ( (a UNr/8 xi UN UN2 ) (21)

where UNi is the uncertainty of the 11 variable.

Quantitative uncertainties in the calculated tangential drag and normal drag

coefficients are discussed separately belou. The various uncertainty values needed for

the analysis al ,mmarized in Table 9. The rationale ior the values used is discussed
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at various locations of the report. The uncertainty in kite angle P is included in the

analysis (see Eqi. I and 2) to examine its influence on the method used to obtain cable

hydrodynamic drag.

Table 9. Uncertainty* values for the various quantities

used to calculate .able hydrodynamic drag.

Sea-Water Density. lb-s2 /ft4(kg/m.) 0.005 (0.080)
Tow Speed, kn (mm/s) 0.04 (11.1)
Depressor Dcpth, ft (mm) 2.0 (609)
Depressor Tension Cai, lb (N) 10.0 (44.5)
Tension at Ship, lb (N) 10.0 (44.5)

Total Cable Length, ft (mm) 1.0 (305)

Cable Diameter, in. (mm) 0.001 (0.03)
Cable Weight in Water, lb/ft (N/m) 0.0005 (0.007)
Cable Length at CAMD, ft (mm) 0.08 (25.4)

CAMD Cable Angle
Small Cable, deg (rad) 1.5 (0.026)
Large Cable, deg (rad) 1.7 (0.030)

CAMD d/ds
Small Cable, deg/ft (rad/m) 0.012 (0.0007)

Large Cable, deg/ft (rad/m) 0.024 (0.0014)

Kite Angle 0, deg (rad) 15.0 (0.26)

TANGENTIAL DRAG UNCERTAINTY

Equations 12b and 13 are used to calculate the tangential drag coefficient Ctd.

Application of Eq. 21 to these reduction equations provides the uncertainty.

Uncertainty results for both the small and the large experiment cables are listed in

Table 10. The data scatter shown in Fig. 17 generally is within the calculated

uncertainties. The primary contributor to the tangential drag coefficient uncertainty

is the uncertainty in the rate of change of tension with respect to cable length.

*In this report the term "uncertainty" includes bias and random errors and refers to

half the error band at a 95% confidence level.
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Table 10. Tangential drag coefficient uncertainty
UlCtd at 4, 6, and 8 knots.

Small Cable Large Cable

Speed, Uncertainty %UN Uncertainty %UN
kn

4.00 0.0118 35 0.0087 45
6.00 0.0052 17 0.0039 18
8.00 0.0030 16 0.0022 8

NORMAL DRAG UNCERTAINTY

,' 'ns 16, 17, and 18 are used to determine the cable normal force coefficient

Cn. '-.tion 21 must be applied to each of these equations to establish the

uncertainty in the normal force coefficient as a function of speed and cable angle.

Depressor tension To, which is required in Eq. 17, was determined in the basin and

converted to standard sea conditions (see Appendix A) for the cable drag analysis but

was not measured during the at-sea evaluation. Therefore, the effects of speed and

water-density uncertainties need to be added to the depressor calibration uncertainty.

The relationship between tension, water density, and towing speed for a depressor that

achieves downforce primarily by hydrodynamic means is approximated by,

To=KpV 2  (22)

where K is a proportionality constant, p is fluid density, and V is towing speed.

Application of Eq. 21 to Eq. 22 will account for the effects of density and speed

uncertainty. The total depressor tension uncertainty is then the root-sum-square of

calibration uncertainty and the uncertainty related to density and speed.

The calculated normal force coefficient uncertainties for the small and large

cables are plotted in Figs. 28 and 29, respectively, as functions of cable angle. The

calculated uncertainties for the two cables are very similar. The normal drag

uncertainty is dominated by the tension uncertainty for this evaluation. The neglect
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of kite angle P in the drag analysis, within the assumed uncertainty range, has

virtually no effect. The kite angle uncertainty affects the total drag uncertainty by

0.002%.

Generally, the fitted curve of C, shown in Fig. 23 is within the calculated

uncertainty of the data at the steeper cable angles. At cable angles between 25 and

45 deg, the data scatter is marginally outside the calculated uncertainties. At cable

angles less than 25 deg, however, the data scatter is noticeably greater than the

uncertainty, particularly for the large cable at 4 knots.

COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED VALUES

The validity of the new cable hydrodynamic drag loading can be examined by

comparing predicted towing performance with the at-sea measured performance. To make

this comparison, towing calculations were performed using the FORTRAN 77 version of the

static cable program described by Knutson.7 The average values of tangential drag

coefficient Ctd and normal drag coefficient Cr, shown in Figs. 17 and 24, respectively,

are used for all calculations. The Eames9 form of tangential loading is assumed. The

results obtained for the small and the large diameter cables are described separately

below.

SMALL CABLE COMPARISON

Calculated cable angles at various positions along the cable length are compared

to values determined by at-sea measurement in Fig. 30. The predicted values compare

to within ±l deg at the steeper cable angles. At angles below about 40 deg, the

predicted angles are less than the measured angles by as much as 2 deg for all speeds

shown. The discrepancies are close to the calculated data accuracy of 1.5 deg (see

Appendix B).
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Tension and cable angle measured at the ship are compared to the calculated values

in Figs. 31 and 32, respectively. On average, the tension predictions are slightly

higher than the measured values, particularly at the lower speeds. However, the

tension predictions are typically within the data scatter for all speeds and cable

lengths. Predicted cable angle also agrees well with the measured values and is within

the data scatter.

Calculated depth is compared to measured depth for the small cable in Figs. 33 and

34. In Fig. 33, cable side loading is assumed to be zero. In Fig. 34, a side loading

value is assumed for comparison. The actual side loading for the experiment cables is

not known. Rather, for the calculations with side loading, a side loading coefficient

value Cs = 0.135, obtained in a wind tunnel for a IX19 wire rope, is used. Although

this side loading may not be correct, it serves the purpose of examining depth

sensitivity to this effect.

The calculated depth in Fig. 33, without side loading, agrees with measured depth

for the short cable length. As cable length increases, however, the calculations

progressively over-predict depth. Depth is over-predicted by an average of 7% for the

longest cable length of 800 ft (244 m). With a side loading coefficient C. = 0.135 the

depth over-prediction is reduced by about half.

Assuming the normal drag loading is correct, other effects, in addition to cable

side loading, could contribute to the apparent discrepancies between calculated and

measured depth. The combined accuracies of the speed and depth measurements are almost

sufficient by themselves to explain the discrepancies even without cable side loading.

However, the largest uncertainty is ocean current gradients. The indicated s, ed was

measured at a nominal depth of 65 ft (20 m). Therefore, any current gradients would

cause errors at deeper or shallower depths. This effect is discussed further in the

uncertainty analysis contained in the previous section of this report.
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LARGE CABLE COMPARISON

Calculated cable angle is compared to measured angle at various positions along

the cable in Fig. 35. The calculated values compare to within the accuracy of the

measurement at all positions except at 400 ft (122 m) where the calculations over-

predict the measured value by about 8 deg at 4 knots decreasing to about 6 deg at 8

knots. No explanation is apparent for the discrepancy at the 400-ft (122-m) position.

Measured tension and cable angle at the ship are compared to the calculated values

in Figs. 36 and 37, respectively. The calculated tension at the ship agrees with the

measured tension to within the data scatter except at the higher speeds where the

calculations appear to under-predict average tension by approximately 50 lb (220 N) or

5% at the short cable length increasing to about 100 lb (440 N) or 10% at the long

cable length.

The calculated cable angle at the ship, shown in Fig. 37, generally compares with

the measi-red angle to within the data scatter and accuracy of the measurements. On

average, however, the calculations appear to under-predict angle at the short cable

length of 300 ft (91 m) by about one deg. This result contradicts the results shown

in Fig. 35 where the calculations over-predict the measured cable angle at cable

lengths greater than 180 ft (55 m).

Calculated depth with and without side loading is compared to measured depth in

Figs. 38 and 39, respectively. The side loading coefficient C, used in the

calculations of Fig. 39 is the same as that used with the small cable (C. = 0.135).

The calculated depths in both Figs. 38 and 39 generally agree with the measured depths

to within the accuracy of the measurements, although the calculations consistently

under-predict measured depth at the higher speeds by about 6% without side loading and

by about 10% with the assumed side loading.
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CONCLUSIONS

The results of the at-sea experiment to determine the hydrodynamic drag loading

of two double-armored, bare cables lead to the following conclusions:

1. The use oi a separate device attached to the cable to measure in-plane cable

angle is a viable measurement technique.

2. The drag of the cable angle measurement device (CAMD) had negligible effect

on the cable angle being measured (see Appendix B).

3. The influence of the cable on the CAMD measurement was negligible. The device

measured the correct angie to a sufficiently high degree of certainty.

4. The use of a CAMD allows simultaneous determination of the cable normal drag

coefficient and the normal loading function.

5. A single normal loading function and normal drag coefficient can be applied

to a wide range of cable size and relative cable tension loading with good engineering

accuracy. The newly determined drag coefficient values (based on cable frontal area)

and the normal loading function for double-a.mored, bare cables are

Ctd = 0.0249

C, = 1.70

fn  - 0.424 0.869 cos4, + 0.979 sinO

0.445 cos(20) - 0.434 sin(20)

where Ctd is the tangential drag coefficient, C, is the normal drag coefficient, and

fn is the normal loading function. The value of Ctd must be divided by Cr to obtain the

Pode8 tangential factor f.

6. The normal loading function for double-armored, bare cables differs

significantly from the classically assumed sine squared relationship.

7. Over the range examined, the normal drag coefficient for double-armored, bare

cables is independent of Reynolds number.
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8. Within the scatter of the data, the two experiment cables have the same

tangential drag coefficienr. Other cable geometries, however, may have different

tangential drag values.

9, Cable hydrodynamic side loading did not degrade the accuracy of the cable drag

values determined by the new measurement technique. Cable side loading does, however,

have a significant effect on towing deprh.

RECOMMENDATIONS

If a similar at-sea experiment is attempted in the future, the following changes

are recomnended:

1. The angle iecorder should be integrated into the cable angle measuring device

(CARLD). The vibrational environment at the CAMD is sufficiently severe that electrical

cables in the free-stream, as was necessary during the present evaluation, will not

survive high-speed towing. Thc arrangement used was only marginally satisfactory even

at elatively low towing speeds.

to An attempt should be made to integrate meaiurement of kite angle into the CAM)

to allow a determination of cablc side loading.
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APPENDIX A

RESEARCH DEPRESSOR PERFORMANCE

The research depressor was evaluated in the TMB deep-water towing basin prior to

the at-sea evaluation to check towing performance. A 20-ft (6-m) length of the 0.376-

in (9.55-mm) diameter at-sea experiment cable was used to tow the depressor in the

basin. Instrumentation located in the depressor as well as the top-side electronics

were the same as those used during the sea evaluation. The instrumentation is

described elsewhere in this report. In addition, a 10,000-lb (45-kN) load cell was

located at the carriage for measurement of depressor tension. Although the specified

accuracy of this load cell is ±50 lb (±200 N), a calibration performed prior to the

basin evaluation indicated a laboratory accuracy' of ±10 lb (±45 N) with a 95%

confidence level. The calibration was performed with the same processing electronics

as were used during the basin evaluation.

The depressor was towed in the basir at a nominal depth between 10 and 12 ft (3

and 4 m). During all data runs, the pitch control flaps were deflected to the maximum

lift setting in the manual mode to simulate the lift condition used at sea. The roll

control was maintained in the automatic mode during the evaluation. The roll flap

offset angle was charged at various times in an attempt to determine a setting that

would provide near zero rol, throughout the speed range. However, no attempt was made

to adjust the flap offset during a run. Towing speed was varied between 4 and 14 knots

in 2-knot increments during the evaluaLiP..

The depressor towed in a steady and stable manner. Roll standard deviation during

any run never exceeded 1.0 deg; pitch standard deviation stayed to within 0.5 deg. The

fiial selected roll flap offset angle maintained the depressor roll to less than ±2.A

deg throughout the speed range. The pitch flap maintained in average angle of 19,9tO.5

deg.
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The depressor strain-gaged towpoint designed to determine cable angle and tension

at the depressor did not function with sufficient acc,,racy to be useful, and therefore,

no direct method was available for measurement of these quantities at sea.

Consequently, static hydrodynamic coefficients were calculated for the depressor to

obtain at-sea tension and angle. The coefficients were determined by the methods

described by Knutson.12 The calculated, non-dimensional coefficients are listed in

Table A.I. Static. vertical-plane performance is determined by solving the axial

force, normal force, and pitching moment trim equations. These equations are given by

Knut son. ;2

Table A.l. DTRC research depressor vertical-plane hydrodynamic
coefficients relative to towpoint origin.

Xu 0.0056 Z' = + 0.0404 14' -- + 0.0029

XW, + 0.0003 ZW' . 0.3234 M..' - 0.0325

X1II' - 0.0057 ZIv I ' + 0.0342 MiVI = + 0.0223

XqjW1  = 0.0114 Zwv' = 0.1577 ?,vm' = 0.0928

X= 0 Z' = 0.0273 M6' - 0.0224

Tension, cable angle, and depressor pitch argle calculated for fresh water are

shown in Fig. A.1 as functions of towing sped. The tension includes the weight of the

cable clevis and clevis pin. Tension and pitch angle measured in the basin are also

plotted in this figure to, comparison. The predicted and measured values agree to

within the accuracy of the measurements throughout the speed range. Measured tension

at the carriage was correcL,!d for towcable effects using a static cable program. 7 This

Lffect, however, is less than 5 lb (22 N) through tht speed range.
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Predicted tension, cable angle, and pitch angle at the depressor calculated for

standard sea water are shown in Fig. A.2. The tension predictions are used to reduce

the at-sea data.

Depressor hydrostatic properties, which are required for the trim and force

predictions, are listed in Table 3 of the main body of this report. The depressor

exhibits a large difference in hydrostatic trim between fresh and sea water. In fresh

water at zero speed the static pitch angle of the depressor is greater than 35 deg,

tail down. In sea water the static pitch angle is nearly zero.
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APPENDIX B

CABLE ANGLE MEASURING DEVICE CALIBRATION

Basin calibration experiments were performed to examine the effect of the

experiment cables on the angle measured by the Cable Angle Measuring Device (CAMD).

Since the alignment vane tows behind the cable, local flow around the cable could

conceivably influence the angle measurement.

The experiment was performed in the TMB deep-water towing basin. A strut

supported by the vertical rails on the carriage was used to provide a submerged

attachment point for the bottom aft end of the cable. The above-surface towing girder

of the carriage provided the attachment point for the upper forward end of the cable.

A 1000-lb (4.5-kN) tension gage was inserted between the towing girder and the end of

the cable to set a pre-tension in the cable before each run. The CAMD was located on

the cable at a position that would provide a CAMD submergence of at least 3 ft (I m).

A pendulous potentiometer with an angle range of ±45 deg was mounted to the body of the

CAMD for purposes of comparison with the CAMD measurement. As discussed in the main

body of the report, the CARD measurement accuracy is approximately ±0.5 deg. The

accuracy of the ±45-deg pendulous potertiometer under static conditions is ±0.8 deg.

The electrical cables from both transducers were mated to the experiment cable

above the CAMD and led to the carriage through the processing electronics to a PDF

11/73 computer which was used co collect the data.

Sample sections of both the small and the large at-sea cables were towed during

the experiment. Cable angle was varied between 70 deg and 15 deg. The angle

adjustment was accomplished by varying the submergence of the aft support strut and

adjusting the longitudinal attachment point at the forward end of the cable. The cable

was pre-tensioned to a nominal 400 lb (1.8 kN) prior to each run.
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CAMD measured angle obtained during the experiment with the small and the large

cables is plotted as a function of pendulum measured angle in Figs. B.I and B.2,

respectively. A line which represents a one-to-one correspondence between the measured

angles is also shown for comparison. The data suggest some bias error which may

indicate a flow-related effect on the CAMD measurement. However, the bias, if it

exists, is not consistent with speed or cable size. Therefore, the discrepancies must

be assumed to be random. If random error is assumed and the data for the various

speeds are combined, the accuracy of the cable angle measurement using the CAMD is ±1.5

deg for the small cable and ±1.7 deg for the large cable with a 95% confidence level."'

Of related interest is the effect of the CAMD drag on the cable angle itself. No

experiment was performed to examine this effect. However, cable configurations were

calculated with the CAMD attached at various locations on the cables. The calculations

assumed a CAXD drag coefficient of 0.3 based on frontal area. An allowance for the

drag of the data cable loop leading from the CAMD to the data recorder also was

included. The calculations were performed for speeds of 4, 6, and 8 knots. The

results of the calculations indicate that, for both cables, the CAND reduces cable

angle by approximately 0.4 deg near the depressor. As the CAMD is moved away from the

depressor, the effect becomes progressively smaller. At a position 300 ft from the

depressor, a 0.1-deg decrease in angle is predicted. Thus, the CAMD drag introduces

a small bias error into the measurements. However, the effect of this bias on the

determination of cable drag it negligible since (1) The bias error lies well within the

accuracy determined for the CAMD measurements, and (2) The method of data reduction

depends primarily on the rate of change of cable angle with respect to length, and the

bias, if it is slowly varying, will have negligible effect on the rate of change of

angle.
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APPENDIX C

KNOTMETER SPEED CALIBRATION

The knotmeter was calibrated in the TMB high-speed towing basin prior to the at-

sea evaluation. A 10-ft (3-m) length of standard knotmeter cable was used during the

calibrat.on. This length of cable provided a minimum estimated towing depth of 7 ft

(2 m) through the calibration speed range to 15 knots. The top-side electronics,

mainly a frequency-to-voltage converter, was the same as that used during the sea

evaluation. The knotmeter electronics is described elsewhere in this report. The

voltage output was read with a voltmeter.

The speed calibration data are presented in Fig. C.A which shows carriage speed

as a function of knotmeter voltage output. The calibration data are fitted using a

linear, least-squares curve fit also shown in the figure. The coefficients of the

equation shown were used as calibration coefficients in the data-collection computer

used during the sea evaluation.

On the basis of the calibration data and the linear curve fit, the laboratory

accuracy of t>- knotmeter is tO.02 knot with a 95% confidence level up to a speed of

13 knots.
11
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APPENDIX D

TABULATED AT-SEA DATA

Data obtained during the bare-cable, at-sea evaluation of Nay 1989 are presented

in Tables DA and D.2 for the small and the large cables, respectively. The data are

organized by configuration and speed. The values shown are corrected for sensor

calibrations,
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Table D.l. Smal) cable at-sea data.

CAMD CABLE CABLE ANGLE
POSITION LENGTH SPEED HOG DEPTH SHIP TENSION gimbal CAMD

(I) (m) (MI (M) (kn) (") (M) (Ib) (N) (dog) (dog)
3 1 00 24A 3.0 S 336 102 141 627 67 91 4
3 1 600 244 41 N 201 s 248 1103 71.7 79.6

3 1 S00 244 4.S N 267 61 __282 1 4.4 NO DATA
3 1 t0o 244 5.2 S 255 78 357 1588 78 1 792
3 1 g0 244 5.8 IN 243 74 413 1837 77.0 NO DATA
3 1 I 00 244 5.6 N 241 73 417 1855 76.7 78.9

3 1 200 61 8.0 N 116 36 358 1583 NO DATA NO DATA
3 1 200 61 69 S 117 36 358 1592 NO DATA NO DATA

3 1 200 61 6.1 N 114 35 380 1680 NO DATA NO DATA
3 800 244 7.9 S 217 68 767 3412 80.3 78.2
3 1 500 244 8.4 S 207 63 785 3492 80.8 NO DATA
3 1 200 61 5.65 N 109 3 768 3416 NO DATA NO DATA
3 1 200 61 8 7 S I 34 703 3527 NO DATA NO DATA

3 1 200 61 8 7 N 4  109 33 761 3385 NO DATA NO DATA

3 1 t00 244 9.1 I 197 60 878 3805 81 2 NODATA
3 1 b00 244 9 1 N 200 01 897 3900 80 780
3 1 200 61 12.6 N 106 3Z 1585 7050 NO DATA NO DATA
3 1 200 61 126 N 105 32 156 6221 NO DATA NO DATA

3 1 200 a1 127 S 106 32 1657 7370 NODATA NODATA
8 2 200 61 30 S 126 38 131 683 593 77.0
a 2 200 a1 42 N 123 37 174 774 88.8 76.2
a 2 200 61 4.9 6 119 3a 238 1059 63.0 75.8
" 2 200 1 6 N 114 35 312 1368 65.0 75.2
a 2 200 l o.0 S 109 33 620 2768 68.6 73.9
a 2 200 61 5.3 N 107 33 668 2927 687 7..9

is 6 200 61 3.6 8 132 40 134 846 65.9 73.3
1 6 200 a1 4.1 N 125 39 176 783 87-8 72.6
Is 6 200 a1 5.1 8 122 37 288 1192 62.3 72.0
1 6 200 61 6.6 N 11 36 317 1410 63.3 71.0
16 6 200 61 6.6 N 118 36 47 1643 NO DATA NO DATA
15 6 200 61 6.0 6 114 35 364 1619 NO DA1 A NO DATA
16 6 200 61 7.7 G 11 1 34 699 2664 67.5 6.7
15 a 200 *i 5.2 N 110 34 678 3007 67.5 68.3

1& 6 200 61 a 4 6 108 33 720 3203 NO DATA NO DATA
16 6 200 81 5.6 N 111 34 760 3380 NO DATA NO DATA
16 6 200 01 12.0 N 106 32 1485 6516 NO DATA NO DATA
15 a 200 61 12.0 ' 0')5 32 1452 6456 NO DATA NO DATA
22 7 400 122 3.6 8 199 61 148 649 67.6 689
22 7 o00 61 3.8 N 130 40 185 734 .8.1 69.4

22 7 400 122 3.9 N 200 at 189 641 87.5 68.7

22 7 200 61 4.0 8 127 30 182 810 8.7 68.9
22 7 200 al 4.5 N 113 34 ,Us 1717 NO DATA NO DATA

22 7 200 1 4.9 6 121 27 276 1228 61.8 17 2

22 7 400 122 6.4 S 173 M3 320 1423 734 684

22 I 200 61 64 1. 115 35 323 -1437 NO DATA NO DATA
22 7 200 61 6.7 6 117 38 31 9 1419 NO DATA NO DATA
2-22 7 200 0 61 68 N 113 34 364 1610 63.7 64.6
22 7 400 122 6.0 N 168 51 384 1708 74.0 055

22 7 400 122 78 C 154 47 629 2796 77.0 64.2

22 7 200 61 81 "6 11i 34 811 3029 NO DATA NO DATA
22 7 200 61 8.2 6 10 34 895 3091 68.2 643

22 7 200 61 2 N 1 34 695 3011 67.6 644
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Table D.1. (Continued)

CAMD CABLE I CABLE ANGLE
POSITION LENGTH SPEED HDG DEPTH SHiP TENSION gimbal I CAMD

(Il) (rr) (ft) (in) (kn) I (fI) ) (Ib) (N) (dog) (dog)

22 7 200 61 8.4 S ill 34 763 3394 1 NO DATA NO DATA I
22 7 200 61 8.5 N 108 33 740 3292 NO DATA NO DATA

22 7 200 61 8.6 N 111 34 825 3670 NO DATA NO DATA
22 7 400 122 8.7 N 151 46 786 3496 77.5 63.1

22 7 200 61 12.1 S 108 33 1522 6770 NO DATA NO DATA
22 7 200 61 12.4 S 106 32 1590 7072 NO DATA NO DATA
22 7 200 61 12.6 N 108 32 1640 7295 NO DATA NO DATA

22 7 200 f61 12.7 N 109 33 1709 7602 NO DATA NO DATA
30 9 400 122 30 N 228 69 187 832 NO DATA 634

30 9 400 122 3.2 S 208 63 97 431 NO DATA 666

30 9 ,_0 122 3.2 N 220 67 162 721 NO DATA NO DATA
30 9 400 122 4.0 S 195 59 210 934 NO DATA NO DATA
30 9 400 122 5.8 N 176 4 406 1806 NO DATA NO DATA
30 9 400 122 5.8 S 170 52 377 1677 NO DATA NO DATA

30 9 400 122 5.9 S 173 53 380 1690 NO DATA 59.9
30 9 400 122 6.1 N 174 53 451 2006 NO DATA 591
30 9 400 122 8.4 S 160 49 785 3492 NO DATA 58.5

30 9 400 122 8.5 N 160 49 860 3825 NO DATA NO DATA

30 9 400 122 8.5 S 168 48 786 3496 NO DATA NO DATA
30 9 400 122 9.0 N 159 48 902 4012 NO DATA 57.8
48 15 400 122 3.8 S 199 61 146 649 NO DATA 567
48 15 400 122 3.9 N 200 61 209 930 NO DATA 54.2
48 15 400 122 57 S 174 53 335 1490 NO DATA 51.71
48 15 400 122 6.5 N 170 52 522 2322 NO DATA 49.4
481 15 400 122 9.3 S 153 47 918 4083 NO DATA 47.8

48 15 400 122 9-8 N 158 48 1114 4955 NO DATA 47.8
75 23 400 122 3.4 S 202 62 131 583 67.1 48.1

75 23 600 183 3.6 S 274 L 199 885 68.8 48.0
75 23 400 122 3.8 N 195 59) 161 716 68.9 46.7

75 23 600 183 4.1 N 233 71 214 952 71.1 43.8

75 23 600 183 4.9 S 236 72 332 1477 73.6 45 7

75 23 400 122 65. S 166 51 314 1397 74.3 41.6
75 23 600 183 5.7 N 205 62 387 1721 75.6 41.0

75 23 400 122 5.8 N 166 51 367 1632 73.7 41 4
75 23 600 183 7.9 S 189 58 696 3096 79.1 40.1

75 23 400 122 8.1 S 151 46 667 2967 77.9 38.7
75 23 600 183 8.2 N 189 58 798 3550 78.9 39.7
75 23 400 122 8.6 N 151 46 695 3096 77.3 38.5

115 35 600 183 3.9 S 264 77 238 1059 71.2 39.3
115 35 600 183 4.1 N 237 72 214 952 71.4 36.3

115 35 600 183 5.3 S 222 68 372 1655 75.6 36.1
115 35 600 183 6.0 N 209 64 431 1917 76.4 34.2

115 35 600 183 8.1 $ 1
87  

57 735 3269 79.6 31.2

115 35 600 183 8.7 N 185 56 852 3790 797 31.4

145 44 600 183 3.6 $ 269 82 200 890 69.2 37.2
145 44 600 183 4.2 N 230 70 229 1019 71.4 32.2

145 44 600 183 5.3 S 228 69 383 1704 75.5 33.8

145 44 600 183 6.0 N 206 63 454 2019 76.4 30 1
145 44 600 183 7.8 S 190 58 668 2971 70.2 28.2

145 44 600 183 87 N 188 57 8731 3883 79.4 275

195 59 800 244 36 S 306 93 192 854 70.1 30.1
195 59 800 244 4.1 N 2981 91 256 1139 71.9 30.3
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Table D.1. (Continued)

CAA4D CABLE CABLE ANGLE

POSITION LENGTH SPEED HOG DEPTH SHIP TENSION gimbal I CAMD
(I)[ (m) (0) (m) jkn) W() Cm) (,b) I (N) (dog) (dog)

195 59 800 244 5.0 S 261 0 338 1503 75.5 27.3
195 59 800 244 6.1 N 235 72 453 2015 77.3 254

195 59 800 244 7.9 S 218 66 760 3380 80.2 24.2
195 59 800 244 84 N 209 64 827 3678 80.4 23.9
300 91 800 244 3.2 S 331 101 163" 725 681 260
300 91 800 244 4.0 N 295 90 202 898 71.2 22.5
300 91 800 244 5.6 N 255 78 404 177 764 20.7
300 91 800 244 59 N 240 73 393 1748 76.7 18 1
3001 91 800 244 7.9j N 219 67 731 3251 798 16.8

1 91 800 244 8.7 N 210 64 852 37 90 80.4

NOTES.
1. CAMD POSITIONDISTANCE ALONG TOWCABLE FROM DEPRESSSOR TO CABLE ANGLE MEASURING DEVICE
2 CABLE LENGTH DISTANCE ALONG TOWCABLE FROM DEPRESSOR TO GIMBAL TOWPOINT ON SHIP
3 SPEED: SPEED MEASURED AT KNOTMETER.

4 HDG: HEADING OF SHIP.
5. DEPTH: DEPTH OF DEPRESSOR.
6. CAMD: ANGLE MEASURED USING CABLE ANGLE MEASURiNG DEVICE.
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Table D.2. Large cable at-sea data.

CAMD CABLE CABLE ANGLE

POSITION LENGTH SPEED HDG DEPTH SHIP TENSION gimbal CAMD
(1f) (Wn (1t) (M) (kn) (It) (M) (Ib) (N) (deg) O(de)

3 1 300 91 3.2 S 170 52 276 1228 5601 79.0
3 1 S00 152 4.0 S 224 68 335 1490 64.7 NO DATA
3 1 500 152 4.0 N 213 65 438 1839 64.7 NODATA
3 1 300 91 4.1 N 150 46 337 1499 60.3 77 3
3 1 300 91 4.6 S 137 42 360 1601 64.5 771
3 1 500 152 5.0 S 192 59 438 1948 68.8 NO DATA
3 1 500 152 5.1 N 188 57 541 2406 68.9 NO DATA
3 1 300 91 5.7 N 127 39 i85 2157 67.5 761

3 1 300 91 7.9 S 111 34 797 3545 73.6 760
3 1 500 152 80 S 149 45 856 3807 75.9 NO DATA
3 1 500 152 8.2 N 150 46 1028 4573 75.8 NO DATA
3 1 300 91 8.3 N 112 34 903 4017 73.4 759
6 2 300 91 3.4 S 166 51 258 1148 58.8 NO DATA
6 2 300 91 3.9 N 151 46 296 1317 58.8 735
6 2 300 91 5.0 S 133 41 384 1708 67.4 NO DATA

6 2 300 91 5.8 N 127 39 478 2126 6761 72 9
6 2 300 91 77 S' 112 34 730 3247 734 720
6 2 300 91 8.2 N 114 35 883 3928 73.2 71.9
O 3 300 91 34 S Iss 50 24.4 1085 595 729
9 3 300 91 3.7 S 158 48 282 1254 597 NO DATA
9 3 300 91 4.1 N 150 46 347 1543 60.6 71.3
9 3 300 91 4.1 N 150 48 340 1512 61.2 NO DATA
9 3 3001 91 5.2 N 134 41 448 1993 65.5 NO DAA
9 3 300 91 5.3 S 128 39 473 2104 68.1 70.2
9 3 300 91 5.6 S 127 39 452 2010 68.7 NO DATA

9 3 300 91 5.8 N 127 38 533 2371 67.7 69.6
9 3 300 91 7.3 S 114 35 740 3292 72.5 69.1
a 3 300 91 7.7 S 113 34 776 3452 73.4 NO DATA

9 3 300 91 8.3 N 115 35 924 4110 73.1 69.0

9 3 300 91 8.5 N 113 34 936 4163 73.5 NO DATA
is 5 500 152 4.1 S 220 67 350 1557 6N6.0 59.1

18 5 Soo 152 44 N 201 61 438 1948 65.3 56.4
18 s Soo 152 5 1 S 187 57 444 1975 70A4 M.8

18 5 Soo 152 5.4 N 177 54 658 2482 89.9 55.3
is S o 50 162 7.8 S 147 45 75 3492 75.9 54.6

18 5 S 152 8.4 N 143 44 1032 4590 761 54.0
_ 30 9 500 152 2.7 S 275 84 298 132S 5.2 76.5

30 9 Soo 152 3.6 "S 237 72 334 1488 63.6 54.8
30 9 w0 152 3.9 N 221 87 417 1855 64.1 NO DATA
30 9 Soo 152 4.1 N 212 65 426 1895 63.9 50.2
30 9 Soo 152 4.7 S 201 61 405 1801 67.8 507

30 9 Soo 152 5.0 S 191 68 474 2108 69.6 710

30 9 Soo 152 5.2 N 190 58 538 2384 69.2 NO DATA
30 9 600 1 2 .6 N 183 5 569 2531 e9.4 47.6
30 a 600 152 7.5 S 153 47 805 3581 75.8 NO DATA
30 9 500 152 7.8 S 152 48 838 3719 75.5 455
30 9 Soo 1 0.2 N 149 45 966 4297 76.2 NO DATA

30 9 Soo 152 8.3 N 150 46 1039 4821 75.6 45.5
46 14 700 213 4.0 N 288 88 410 2135 65.5 42 7

46 14 700 213 4.1 S 292 89 00 1779 66.6 43 8
46 14 700 1 2131 51 N 242 74 603 2682 70.1 38.5
46 14 700 1 213 4 S 2401 73 528 23-49 714 38.6
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Table D.2. (Continued)

CAMO CABLE I CABLE ANGLE
POSITION LENGTH SPEED HDG IDEPTH SHIP TENSION gimbal " CAME
(11) (m) (It (m) I (kn) -(in) b)] (N) (deog) (deg)

46 14 700 213 77 S 191 58 940 4181 76.3 35.2
46 14 700 213 1 79 N 185 56 1065 4737 76.0 34.3
60 18 'io 213 39 N 294 90 493 2193 647 361
60 18 700 213 39 S1 

3
09 94 416 1850 656 41.5

60 18 700 213 4.9 N 249 76 583 2593 686 32 4
60 18 700 213 S.2 S 246 75 541 2406 704 364

60 18 700 213 7.7 S 188 57 913 4061 761 32.0

60 18 700 213 8.5 N 181 55 1355 6027 768 285

80 24 700 213 35 S 316 96 389 1730 648 371

so 24 700 213 4.5 N 170 82 480 2135 67.1 31.3

80 24 700 213 5.4 S 237 72 561 2495 71 5 1 28.5
80 24 700 213 5.6 N 233 71 615 2736 70.8 28 7

80 24 700 213 7.6 S 191 58 909 4043 76.3 25.4

80 24 700 213 8.0 h 188 57 1020 4537 76.0 252
110 34 700 213 4.2 S 299 91 418 1859 67.2 31.7

110 34 700 213 4.5 S 272 83 434 1930 69.1 292
110 34 700 213 4.5 N 262 80 505 2246 66.9 252
110 34 700 213 5.2 N 239 73 595 2647 69.0 234
110 34 700 213 7.9 S 184 56 967 4301 76.4 20.5
110 34 700 213 85 N 182 55 1223 5440 77 20.4

180 55 700 213 43 S 295 90 386 1717 66.8 23.2

180 55 700 213 4.6 N 259 79 65 2513 67.3 19.2

180 55 00 213 4.8 S 261 80 432 1922 69.0 21.0

180 55 700 213 57 N 225 69 685 2958 70.6 16.1

180 55 700 213 8.0 S 183 56 922 4101 76.0 13.1

180 55 700 213 8.7 N 1 177 54 1251 5.564 77.1 12.8

400 122 700 213 3.7 S 331 101 376 1672 63.7 18.5

400 122 700 213 4.0 N 278 85 522 2322 66.0 12.6
400 122 700 213 5.0 S 254 77 481 2139 70.1 10.8
400 122 700 213 5.8 N 222 68 690 3069 71.5 7.6

400 122 700 213 7.9 S 187 57 931 4141 76.4 5.2
400 122 700 213 8.4 N 179 55 118 51951 76.5 5.2

NOTES:

1. CAMD POSITION DISTANCE ALONG TOWCABLE FROM DEPRESSOR TO CABLE ANGLE MEASURING DEVICE
2. CABLE LENGTH: DISTANCE ALONS TOWCABLE FROM DEPRESSOR TO GIMBAL TOWPOINT ON SHIP
3. SPEED. SPEED MEASURED AT KNOTMETER.
4. HOG: HEADING OF SHIP.
5. DEPTH: DEPTH OF DEPRESSOR.

6. CAMD. ANGLE MEASURED USING CABLE ANGLE MEASURING DEVICE.
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